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ABSTRACT
Autoantibodies to the M-type phospholipase A2 receptor (PLA2R) are sensitive and specific for idiopathic
membranous nephropathy. The anti-B cell agent rituximab is a promising therapy for this disease, but
biomarkers of early response to treatment currently do not exist. Here, we investigated whether levels
of anti-PLA2R correlate with the immunological activity of membranous nephropathy, potentially exhibiting a more rapid response to treatment than clinical parameters such as proteinuria. We measured the
amount of anti-PLA2R using Western blot immunoassay in serial serum samples from a total of 35
patients treated with rituximab for membranous nephropathy in two distinct cohorts. Pretreatment
samples from 25 of 35 (71%) patients contained anti-PLA2R, and these autoantibodies declined or
disappeared in 17 (68%) of these patients within 12 months after rituximab. Those who demonstrated
this immunologic response fared better clinically: 59% and 88% attained complete or partial remission
by 12 and 24 months, respectively, compared with 0% and 33% among those with persistent anti-PLA2R
levels. Changes in antibody levels preceded changes in proteinuria. One subject who relapsed during
follow-up had a concomitant return of anti-PLA2R. In summary, measuring anti-PLA2R levels by immunoassay may be a method to follow and predict response to treatment with rituximab in membranous
nephropathy.

Idiopathic membranous nephropathy (IMN) is an
organ-specific autoimmune disease and a common
cause of adult nephrotic syndrome worldwide. Its
natural history follows three major clinical courses:
spontaneous remission, stable but persistent proteinuria, or progression to ESRD. The necessity,
timing, and choice of immunosuppressive therapy
are not universally agreed upon. Straightforward
treatment algorithms have been proposed1 that astutely recommend treatment of this disorder with
immunosuppressive agents in situations of sustained heavy proteinuria or in the face of worsening
renal function. Traditional regimens have included
cyclophosphamide and cyclosporine in conjuncJ Am Soc Nephrol 22: 1543–1550, 2011
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tion with corticosteroids, but all of these agents
have significant toxicity. Rituximab, a chimeric antiCD20 monoclonal antibody used for anti-B cell
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ing agent for the treatment of membranous nephropathy
(MN) in the native kidney and for recurrent MN in the allograft.2–7 Treatment response has been assessed by the attainment of a complete or partial clinical remission, whereas other
laboratory parameters have not been useful in monitoring
therapy.
Our laboratory has recently identified the M-type phospholipase A2 receptor (PLA2R) as a major antigenic target in IMN,8
and we have demonstrated that autoantibodies reactive with
this protein are sensitive and specific for the disease. We sought
to determine in a cohort of patients with IMN treated with the
immunosuppressive agent rituximab whether serial measurement of anti-PLA2R could be correlated with clinical response.
Our hypothesis was that anti-PLA2R, as a potential marker of
the immunological activity of IMN, might exhibit a different
and more rapid response to treatment than clinical parameters
such as proteinuria. There have been two recent trials of rituximab for the treatment of IMN. The first used a dosing regimen
of two 1-g doses given 2 weeks apart5; these patients were followed for 12 months and revealed a 57% remission rate. The
second study, using four weekly doses of rituximab given at
375 mg/m2, demonstrated an 89% response rate with 2 years of
follow-up.4 Banked serum samples were available for all 35
subjects enrolled in these two trials and were tested for the
presence and amount of anti-PLA2R autoantibodies.

RESULTS

We tested the baseline sera from 35 patients with biopsyproven IMN in the two treatment cohorts for the presence of
autoantibodies reactive with PLA2R using serum diluted at
1:25 as described previously.8 At this serum dilution, 10 of 15
patients (67%) in cohort 1 and 15 of 20 patients (75%) in
cohort 2 possessed anti-PLA2R reactivity in their baseline serum sample. Reactivity was confirmed against native PLA2R
from human glomerular extract and cell-expressed recombinant human PLA2R. The strength of the PLA2R band on immunoblot was quantitated by densitometry; all baseline samples were assayed at 1:25 in the same experiment and are
therefore directly comparable (Table 1).
The successive levels of anti-PLA2R in all available serum
samples after treatment with rituximab were then measured
(see Concise Methods). Representative examples are shown in
Figure 1. Most patients showed a progressive decrease in the
level of anti-PLA2R after treatment with rituximab. We did not
detect any difference between the two treatment regimens (2 ⫻
1 g dosing versus 4 ⫻ 375 mg/m2 dosing) in terms of this progressive loss of antibody levels, although the second study had
more sample collections within the second year of follow-up.
We categorized patients according to the presence or absence of detectable anti-PLA2R in the baseline serum sample,
and if positive, whether or not these autoantibodies had disappeared by the 12-month time point (Table 1). We assigned
1000 units as the threshold for a positive reaction because be1544
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low that level the bands were invisible to the naked eye. The 17
patients in group 1 were anti-PLA2R positive at baseline but
had undetectable levels at 12 months. In contrast, the six patients in group 2 (also anti-PLA2R positive at baseline) remained anti-PLA2R positive at 12 months. An additional two
patients (subjects 24 and 25) who also exhibited a minimal
decline in autoantibody levels but lacked a 12-month sample
are listed with group 2 in Table 1 but are not included in intergroup statistical analyses. The ten subjects that comprise group
3 did not have detectable anti-PLA2R autoantibodies in their
baseline or subsequent samples and are considered anti-PLA2R
negative.
We compared 12- and 24-month clinical outcomes on the
basis of group assignment with the hypothesis that evidence of
an immunologic remission (clearance of anti-PLA2R by 12
months) would be predictive of a favorable response to treatment with rituximab. Group 1 had two complete remissions
(CRs) and eight partial remissions (PRs) at 12 months, yielding
a 59% response rate; at 24 months there were five CRs and ten
PRs for an 88% response rate. One patient failed to reduce
proteinuria to non-nephrotic levels by 24 months with no further clinical follow-up available. The final patient had reached
0.3 g/d of proteinuria at the 18-month time point but had
relapsed with 5.3 g/d of protein at the final 24-month time
point. Of note, the anti-PLA2R level was again positive at this
time of relapse (see Figures 1 and 2).
In contrast, in the six patients with 12-month samples in
group 2, there were no remissions by 12 months and only two
PRs at 24 months (0% and 33% response rates, respectively).
Because the study presented here investigates the predictive
value of a rituximab-induced decline in anti-PLA2R, those
subjects for whom it was felt clinically necessary to switch to
another immunosuppressive agent were considered nonresponders, along with those who failed to achieve a proteinuric
response and those who progressed to ESRD.
Given these less favorable outcomes in group 2, we highlight the individual patient outcomes. One patient from the
initial (2 ⫻ 1 g) rituximab treatment cohort completed the
12-month study as a nonresponder (NR) with 20.2-g/d proteinuria but progressed to ESRD. Two other patients also completed this study as NRs with 7.7- and 14.1-g/d proteinuria and
required further treatment with alternative immunosuppressive agents. A fourth patient, who was discontinued from the
second (4 ⫻ 375 mg/m2) rituximab treatment cohort after 12
months because of a failure to clinically respond, was also
switched to another agent. Although these three patients ultimately achieved a reduction in proteinuria because of the additional therapy, these responses were censored for our analysis. The two PRs (in response to rituximab) in group 2
occurred in a patient whose anti-PLA2R level became undetectable by 18 months and another with persistently high autoantibody levels through 30 months.
The differences in 12- and 24-month clinical outcome between groups 1 and 2 (Table 1) were statistically significant
when analyzed according to any versus no remission (2 analJ Am Soc Nephrol 22: 1543–1550, 2011
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics and responses to treatment with rituximab for all subjects grouped according to
baseline anti-PLA2R positivity and clearance versus persistence of anti-PLA2R at 12 months after treatment
Age

Gender

Disease
Duration
(Months)

Serum
Creatinine
(mg/dl)

Group 1: anti-PLA2R positive; clearance by 12 months
1
40
M
6
1.0
2
60
F
8
1.4
3
53
M
6
1.3
4
44
M
144
1.6
5
52
M
6
1.5
6
38
M
40
0.8
7
33
M
5
1.1
8
46
M
8
1.3
9
59
M
12
1.1
10
30
M
11
2.1
11
51
M
24
2.3
12
47
M
12
1.8
13
50
M
12
2.0
14
46
M
60
2.1
15
29
M
4
1.4
16
57
F
4
0.8
17
64
F
35
1.0
Summary 47 ⫾ 10
14:3
11
1.5 ⫾ 0.5
Group 2: anti-PLA2R positive; persistence at 12 monthsc
18
42
M
5
1.0
19
60
M
13
2.6
20
38
M
10
1.8
21
49
M
37
1.4
22
42
M
17
1.3
23
63
M
6
1.5
24c
80
M
4
2.0
25c
45
M
10
1.0
Summary 49 ⫾ 10
6:0
11.5
1.6 ⫾ 0.6
Group 3: anti-PLA2R negative
26
54
M
96
2.30
27
52
M
6
1.20
28
37
F
10
0.90
29
53
M
13
1.80
30
53
M
7
1.80
31
44
F
8
0.70
32
43
M
108
1.90
33
29
M
5
1.00
34
62
M
7
1.40
35
42
M
12
1.10
Summary 47 ⫾ 10
8:2
9
1.4 ⫾ 0.5

Creatinine
Clearance
(ml/min per
1.73 m2)

Baseline
Anti-PLA2R

113
46
75
80
74
156
109
81
87
73
36
49
46
61
49
30
89
74 ⫾ 32

31,328
28,560
25,401
25,360
25,067
24,882
23,985
23,761
22,462
22,251
21,325
20,602
19,487
19,062
18,585
13,506
9395
22,462a

0
0
0
495e
0
610e
0
280e
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
660e
0
0b

11.8
8.49
8.48
11.87
14.69
8.32
10.79
10.09
9.88
12.12
16.27
14.23
15.46
15.77
13.69
8.59
7.02
11.8

NR
PR
CR
NRf
NRf
PR
CR
PR
PR
NRf
NR
NRf
PR
PR
NRf
PR
PR

NR
CR
CR
PR
PR
PR
CR
PR
RL
PR
PR
PR
PR
CR
PR
CR
PR

119
40
68
79
83
63
34
114
75 ⫾ 26

31,994
31,425
31,082
29,381
29,283
27,041
31,091
21,903
30,231a

4710
21,190
16,890
6361
20,595
5725
NAc
NAc
11,625b

26.46
20.08
23.44
8.05
9.88
9.09
9.95
8.85
14.98

NRf
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
⌬IST
PR

PR
ESRD
⌬IST
⌬IST
PR
⌬IST
⌬IST
PR

49
145
102
58
59
116
59
126
67
90
87 ⫾ 34

220d
0d
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5.73
7.76
8.4
23.54
16.59
6.1
12.76
11.33
19.16
7.81
9.86

PR
PR
PR
Died
NR
PR
NR
PR
PR
PR

PR
PR
CR
Died
ESRD
CR
NRf
CR
CR
PR

12-Month
Anti-PLA2R

Baseline
Proteinuria
(g/d)

Outcome
(12 Months)

Outcome
(24 Months)

Baseline and 12-month anti-PLA2R levels are presented in arbitrary densitometric units. Summary data are presented as means ⫾ standard deviation or medians
when appropriate. M, male; F, female; RL, relapse; ⌬IST, change in immunosuppressive therapy; NA, not available.
Baseline and 12 month anti-PLA2R levels were significantly lower in group 1 than in group 2 (aP ⫽ 0.001; bP ⬍ 0.001). There were no other statistically
significant differences between groups 1 and 2.
c
Twelve-month serum samples were not available for subjects 24 and 25. They are included in group 2 for the purposes of this table, but they are not included
in the statistical analyses or the summary data because we were unable to determine if there was a response in anti-PLA2R or not.
d
These two patients had faint visible bands that fell below the detection threshold of 1000 densitometric units when assayed at 1:25.
e
These bands were undetectable at a 10-second exposure but were visible at longer exposures; the anti-PLA2R level was extrapolated by calculating
percentage of baseline value at the 10-second and longer exposure.
f
“Limited” response (⬎50% decrease from baseline proteinuria but still ⬎3.5 g/d).

ysis P ⫽ 0.012 and P ⫽ 0.008 at 12 and 24 months, respectively)
or CR versus PR versus NR (P ⫽ 0.044 and P ⫽ 0.024, respectively). Even among the subjects who had not responded at the
J Am Soc Nephrol 22: 1543–1550, 2011

12-month time point (7 of 17 in group 1 and 6 of 6 in group 2),
there was a trend toward intergroup differences. The mean
12-month proteinuria value was 6.7 g/d (median 6.0 g/d)
Anti-PLA2R in Rituximab-Treated MN
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Figure 1. Representative immunoblots demonstrate four patterns of response of IgG4 anti-PLA2R signal at sequential time
points after rituximab treatment (0 to 30 months; all patients are
missing data from one or more time points). Panel A depicts the
typical reduction (through 6 months) and disappearance (9 months
and beyond) of anti-PLA2R exhibited by most patients. Panel B
shows a similar pattern (upper blot), but a longer exposure of the
immunoblot (lower) demonstrates that the anti-PLA2R signal persists
at a very weak, subthreshold value through the final time point
(arrow). Panel C is representative of the six patients in which antiPLA2R did not substantially decline after treatment. Panel D depicts
the single patient whose anti-PLA2R returned with relapse of his
disease after having initially disappeared.

among group 1 NRs but was 11.5 g/d (median 10.9 g/d) in
group 2 (P ⫽ 0.068). Six of the seven group 1 NRs went on to
achieve a 24-month PR with no additional treatment, as opposed to only two of the six group 2 NRs (P ⫽ 0.053).
We next assessed how the immunologic changes in antiPLA2R were related to the clinical reduction in proteinuria in
response to rituximab. Representative examples, corresponding to the previously shown immunoblots, are depicted graphically in Figure 2. Remarkably, for those that showed decreases
in anti-PLA2R, this decline in anti-PLA2R almost always preceded the decline in proteinuria by months. To demonstrate
this point in a composite manner, we compared changes in
anti-PLA2R levels and proteinuria for all 17 group 1 patients
who had cleared their autoantibodies by 12 months in response to rituximab (Figure 3). A median anti-PLA2R level of 0
arbitrary densitometric units (range 0 to 4013 arbitrary densitometric units) was reached at 9 months, whereas the median
proteinuria at this point was still 3.8 g/d (range 0.4 to 12.6 g/d)
but continued to decline through 24 months.
Similarly, the median time after initial treatment with rituximab to the point at which anti-PLA2R reached an undetectable level was 9 months (range 1 to 18 months) in the 18 patients (17 in group 1 and a single patient in group 2) who
1546
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ultimately cleared anti-PLA2R. The time in months to reach an
undetectable anti-PLA2R level showed a trend toward a positive correlation with 12-month (Spearman rank order r ⫽
0.458, P ⫽ 0.055) and 24-months proteinuria (r ⫽ 0.461, P ⫽
0.061). Mean proteinuria at the time when anti-PLA2R first
disappeared was 3.1 ⫾ 2.8 g/d (median 2.4 g/d, range 0 to 10.7
g/d) and continued to decrease at their next time point to 2.0 ⫾
2.2 g/d (median 1.1 g/d, range 0.1 to 7.2 g/d). This differed
significantly from the 9-month proteinuria values for the remaining five subjects in group 2 (mean 11.0 ⫾ 5.0 g/d; median
8.1 g/d, range 6.7 to 17.4 g/d; P ⫽ 0.010). In contrast to the
former group, proteinuria at the subsequent (12-month) time
point did not decrease (mean 12.5 ⫾ 5.6 g/d; median 14.1 g/d,
range 6.2 to 20.2 g/d). There was no statistically significant
difference in baseline proteinuria between groups 1 and 2 (Table 1). The individual responses of proteinuria to treatment
with rituximab are shown graphically as log plots in Supplemental Figure 1.
To determine if anti-PLA2R levels at time points earlier than
12 months might also be associated with clinical outcome, we
correlated autoantibody levels at all available time points with
baseline, 12-months, and 24-month proteinuria in all antiPLA2R-positive subjects (Supplementary Table 1). There were
significant positive correlations of the 12-month proteinuria
with anti-PLA2R (the actual level or expressed as a percentage
of baseline level) at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months, with the highest
correlation coefficient (r ⫽ 0.821) at 3 months. These same
factors were not significantly correlated with 24-month proteinuria data, most likely because of reduced numbers of subjects due to the treatment failures and dropouts in group 2. The
slope of log10-transformed anti-PLA2R levels over the first 6
months of follow-up also significantly correlated with 12month (r ⫽ 0.694, P ⫽ 0.0001) and 24-month proteinuria (r ⫽
0.528, P ⫽ 0.02).
Additional details are provided for the patients that did not
demonstrate baseline reactivity for anti-PLA2R (group 3 in Table 1; Supplementary Table 2). There were no statistically significant differences among baseline characteristics for the 25
individuals positive for anti-PLA2R compared with those of
the 10 who were negative (Supplementary Table 2). There were
also no differences in clinical outcome between group 3 and
the combined anti-PLA2R-positive groups. There were four
CRs and three PRs at 24 months (78% response rate), as well as
two NRs (one of whom completed the 12-month study with
19.9-g/d proteinuria and progressed to ESRD). The tenth patient was censored from the follow-up analysis because he died
before the 6-month time point; his death was unrelated to his
treatment or his underlying MN.
To assess whether any of these apparently autoantibodynegative group 3 subjects actually had very low baseline
titers of anti-PLA2R (undetectable at a 1:25 dilution of serum), we repeated the Western blot assay using a 1:10 dilution of serum. Two additional patients (subjects 26 and 27
in Table 1) demonstrated anti-PLA2R positivity at this low
titer.
J Am Soc Nephrol 22: 1543–1550, 2011
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Figure 2. The clinical response to rituximab is temporally associated with the immunologic response. Representative plots of
anti-PLA2R (gray squares) and proteinuria (black diamonds) versus time after initial rituximab treatment. Values are plotted as
percent of baseline value for sake of better comparison between subjects. The four graphs correspond to the four immunoblots
depicted above and to the following subjects in Table 1: A, subject 13; B, subject 6; C, subject 22; D, subject 9.

DISCUSSION

We have previously shown that most patients with IMN have
circulating antibodies reactive with the M-type PLA2R, a podocyte protein that is likely to be the target antigen in this disease.8 This study extends our initial observations and suggests
that changes in the level of anti-PLA2R are associated with and,
more importantly, precede corresponding changes in the clinical activity of the disease.
The total proportion (71%) of anti-PLA2R-positive individuals identified in these two rituximab treatment cohorts is
similar to what is found in other population samples through-

out the world.8 –10 It is notable that 18 (all group 1 plus a single
group 2 patient) of these 25 autoantibody-positive patients had
a progressive decrease in anti-PLA2R levels after treatment
with rituximab that in most patients led to a complete and
lasting disappearance of the autoantibodies. This was in the
face of increasing total IgG levels and stable total IgG4 levels as
the nephrotic syndrome resolved,4,5 making it unlikely that the
results were due to a nonspecific effect on B cells. In fact, there
was no correlation of B cell number or subsets with clinical
outcome.4 Our results suggest that monitoring anti-PLA2R autoantibody levels may provide a window into the immunologic
effects of rituximab treatment on the course of IMN and thus

Figure 3. Anti-PLA2R (left box plot) declines in advance of a more gradual decline of proteinuria (right) in those patients who cleared
anti-PLA2R. Boxes represent median (line) and 25th and 75th percentiles, with whiskers to the 10th and 90th percentiles. Outliers are
represented by filled circles.
J Am Soc Nephrol 22: 1543–1550, 2011
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be a more specific and an earlier means of determining treatment effectiveness as compared with the clinical response of
proteinuria.11
That the decline in anti-PLA2R precedes the corresponding
changes in proteinuria is supportive of a pathogenic role for these
antibodies; however, this has yet to be established through direct
experimentation. This observation is understandable given the
nature of the deposits and proposed pathophysiology of IMN.
Even if the B cells were completely eliminated and all circulating
anti-PLA2R removed, the immune deposits would persist in the
subepithelial space until cleared, as evidenced by repeat kidney
biopsies performed in rituximab-treated patients after they had
entered complete clinical remission.12 Secondary changes from
basement membrane and podocyte remodeling, focal sclerosis, or
interstitial damage from prolonged disease may lead to indefinite
persistence of low-level proteinuria despite the absence of an ongoing immunological response. This is the case seen in kidneys
made proteinuric in the Heymann nephritis model and subsequently
transplantedintonaïvehosts13 andmayexplainourobservation(Figure 3) that not only does the decline in proteinuria lag behind that of
anti-PLA2R, but also that the median proteinuria did not reach zero
even by 24 months. It also suggests an explanation as to why most
clinical responses are PRs (rather than CRs) in the group that cleared
anti-PLA2R. It is likely that, in the absence of relapse, many of these
will continue to have a further decrease in proteinuria with further
follow-up, similar to IMN patients who undergo spontaneous remission.14
This incomplete mirroring of immunological improvement
by proteinuria status is clinically very relevant. As described
above, proteinuria could remain at subnephrotic levels despite
an absence of immunological disease activity. In this situation,
further immunosuppression would not be necessary and potentially harmful, and management should only be conservative. Alternatively, the persistent proteinuria could be due to
ongoing immunological disease (as detected by the persistence
of circulating anti-PLA2R), and continued, increased, or altered immunosuppressive therapy should be considered.
How might we apply the results of the study presented here
for monitoring patients in the clinical setting? The disappearance or decline in anti-PLA2R up to and including 12 months
was associated with a favorable clinical response and may imply that immunosuppression could be modified or discontinued before the current standard of a reduction in proteinuria.
Perhaps more relevant are those patients without a significant
decline in antibody levels and no subsequent proteinuria reduction after rituximab treatment. This finding, if confirmed,
could result in earlier discontinuation of this treatment, reducing exposure to a potent, potentially toxic, and expensive immunosuppressive agent and potentially introducing an alternative, more effective agent.
It is likely that two patients in group 3 (“anti-PLA2R negative”) had low titers of anti-PLA2R that were below the detection threshold in their baseline samples when assayed at 1:25.
We speculate that, despite a rigorous definition of IMN and the
requirement for stable nephrotic levels of proteinuria between
1548
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4 months before the start of the trial and baseline, at least one of
these patients may have been entering a remission before initiation of rituximab. This patient (subject 26 in Table 1) had
proteinuria of 6.4 g/d at the ⫺4 month time point that decreased to 5.7 g/d at baseline and quickly fell to 2.0 g/d at 1
month after treatment. Given that this subject’s baseline antiPLA2R was only detectable at a titer of 1:10 and quickly disappeared thereafter, it is possible that the immunologic disease
activity was remitting before the start of the study. It may be
important for future trials to consider enrolling a homogeneous cohort of anti-PLA2R-positive patients that not only
have stable proteinuria but also stable levels of autoantibody.
Furthermore, given that participants who ultimately achieve
PR defined only by proteinuria may or may not have residual
immunological disease, anti-PLA2R levels may one day become an important independent treatment outcome.
Anti-PLA2R antibodies could not be detected in 8 of the 35
patients at baseline even at a 1:10 dilution. There were no statistical differences in those with and without anti-PLA2R in terms of
clinical remission. Because all patients were severely nephrotic at
the outset, it is highly unlikely that all of these negative patients
were once anti-PLA2R positive but had entered immunologic remission by study onset (as described above). We instead speculate
that the anti-PLA2R-negative patients might have circulating
pathogenic antibodies to an antigen other than PLA2R. Autoantibodies to additional human podocyte (neo)antigens have recently
been implicated in IMN,15,16 and it is likely that other relevant
antigens have yet to be identified. It is thus important to recognize
that a negative test for anti-PLA2R should not be regarded as a
contraindication to treatment with rituximab or other immunosuppressive agents given the similar clinical response rates demonstrated
for the anti-PLA2R-positive and anti-PLA2R-negative cohorts. Research in this field should continue to focus on the identification of
additional antigens and markers of immunological activity in this
smaller subgroup of anti-PLA2R-negative IMN patients.
The foremost limitation of this study is that, because of the study
design of the first rituximab treatment cohort, serum samples were
notroutinelycollectedbeyondthe12-monthtimepoint,limitingour
major analyses to samples collected in the first year and leaving open
the question of whether any of the group 2 patients might also have
progressed to an immunological remission. Although this data series
was analyzed retrospectively, it is important to recognize the clinical
data were blinded until after the assays were performed, limiting any
potential bias. Future trials using different therapeutic agents should
incorporate the assay and validate these observations. Measurement
of anti-PLA2R antibody levels, if the above utility is confirmed, will
influence predictive algorithms and future treatment protocols and
improve the care of patients with IMN.

CONCISE METHODS
Patient Cohorts and Serum Collection
The serial serum samples for this study were collected prospectively
for the analysis of two dosing protocols that involved the use of the
J Am Soc Nephrol 22: 1543–1550, 2011
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anti-B cell agent rituximab for the treatment of IMN. In study 1,5 15
patients with IMN were treated with two doses of 1 g of rituximab
given 15 days apart; this treatment could be repeated at 6 months if
indicated. In the second study,4 20 patients with IMN were treated
with four weekly doses of rituximab given at 375 mg/m2. This treatment was repeated at 6 months. Serum was routinely collected at
baseline, 1, 3, 6, 9, 12 months and additionally in study 2 at 18, 24, and
30 months. Serum was stored at ⫺80°C before use.

Anti-PLA2R Immunoassay
Baseline samples were tested for the presence of anti-PLA2R antibodies by Western blot immunoassay against native PLA2R (present in
extracts from human glomeruli) and cell-expressed recombinant human PLA2R, as described previously.8 The assessors of the assay were
blinded to the clinical results. Subsequent sera from patients initially
found to be positive in both assays were tested only against native
PLA2R. Sera were routinely tested at a titer of 1:25, which has been
shown to be sensitive and specific. All samples that were initially negative at 1:25 were retested at a serum dilution of 1:10 to detect very low
titers of anti-PLA2R. Normal human sera or sera from patients with
other forms of glomerular disease were negative for anti-PLA2R at
1:10.
To standardize the assay for comparison of anti-PLA2R levels between different subjects, baseline samples from all 35 subjects were
run in a single assay (primary assay). Identical lanes containing 30 l
of a single large batch preparation of human glomerular extract were
electrophoresed by SDS-PAGE and transferred to nitrocellulose
membranes. Individual lanes were cut and incubated overnight at 4°C
with serial serum samples; all samples from an individual patient were
processed in parallel. IgG subclass-specific sheep anti-human IgG4
(The Binding Site) was used at 1:3000 and ultimately detected with
peroxidase-conjugated donkey anti-sheep IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch), followed by reaction in a chemiluminescent substrate and a
10-second exposure to autoradiography film. Bands were quantitated
using a Hewlett Packard scanner, aligned in Adobe PhotoShop CS4,
and densitometry was performed using NIH ImageJ software. AntiPLA2R values as determined by densitometry have been shown to be
positively associated with anti-PLA2R titer in separate experiments
(data not shown). Subsequently, and separately for each individual
patient, available samples were assayed (secondary assay) and normalized according to the initial baseline value in the primary assay.
We were able to compare anti-PLA2R values between subjects and
between samples from each subject at all time points in this manner.

Statistical Analysis
Comparisons between groups were made using SigmaPlot version
11.0 (Systat Software, Inc.), t tests were used for normally distributed
data, and Mann–Whitney U rank test was used for nonparametric
data. Plots relating anti-PLA2R densitometric units to proteinuria values at each time point were created for each patient. Clinical end
points were defined as per the therapeutic trials with the following
definitions: CR, proteinuria ⬍ 0.3 g/d; PR, proteinuria ⱕ 3.5 g/d and
a ⬎50% reduction from baseline proteinuria; limited response, a
⬎50% reduction from baseline proteinuria but not achieving ⱕ3.5
g/d proteinuria; NR, ⬍50% reduction from baseline proteinuria. For
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the statistical analysis of the 24-month clinical outcomes, progression
to ESRD and the need to switch to another immunosuppressive agent
(because of a clinical ineffectiveness of rituximab) were also considered as NRs.
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